We develop and analyze a least squares procedure for approximating the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for the wave equation in a bounded domain SI in R . This procedure is based on the pure implicit scheme for time differencing.
1. Introduction. In a recent paper [4] , Bramble and Thomée describe least squares methods for the heat equation in a bounded domain ß in RN, under Dirichlet boundary conditions. The importance of such a procedure, in the context of the numerical computation of time dependent problems by variational methods, is clear. Unlike the usual Galerkin methods, the trial functions need not satisfy the boundary conditions, and hence one can handle problems in a general domain. Moreover, the ideas developed in [4] would seem to have application to other evolution equations. In the present note, we develop the corresponding theory for the wave equation. We hope to consider other time dependent problems in a later report. Since the discussion in [4] is very transparent, we have adhered closely to the notation and organization of [4] . For the sake of brevity, we will only consider a least squares procedure based on the "pure implicit" scheme. However, the discussion is easily extended to the Crank-Nicolson scheme. It would be interesting to construct least squares methods based on explicit schemes, since, for hyperbolic problems, the requisite stability conditions are tolerable.
2. The Analytic Problem. Let Ö be a bounded domain in RN with a smooth boundary 3ß. We seek to approximate the solution of the mixed problem u" = Aw, x e ß, t > 0, u{x, 0) = f{x), x £ n, (2.1) u,{x, 0) = gix), x G ß, u = 0, x G 3ß, t > 0.
It is convenient to make use of the spaces H', s > 0, introduced in [4] . Let {Am}m=i be the (positive) eigenvalues of the negative Laplacian in ß, with zero Dirichlet data on 3ß, and let {rfm}"=i be the corresponding orthonormal sequence of eigenfunctions. For a given v G L2(ß), let {ßm}m=x be the sequence of Putting v{x, t) = u,{x,t) in (2.1), we obtain the equivalent problem License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3. The Semi-Discrete Problem. Let k > 0 be a small increment in the time variable. Leaving the space variables continuous, we discretize the time in (2.6), using the pure implicit scheme, to obtain (3.1) iI-kG)Wn + l = W, n = 0,1,2,...
Expanding in the eigenvectors of G, it is easily seen that one can uniquely solve (3.1) for each n. For t = nk, let Ek{t) denote the solution operator at time t associated with the initial-value problem (3.1), (3.2). We then have Theorem 3.1. Let s > 0 and let IVo G Hs+i x HZ Then Ek{t)W° G Hs+l x Hs and (3-3) \\Ek{t)W°\\s < \\W°l.
Proof. Put W° = 2m am^m. Then,
Hence, (3.5) \\Ek(t)w>\£ = 2 2 kl2j+2kl7|i -*mJ2" < 2 2 kl2s+2kl2 = IIw°ll2. m m
We also have Theorem 3.2. Let E{t) be the solution operator at time t associated with the analytic problem (2.6). Then, for all 0 < / = nk < T and all 0 < s < 2, (3.6) WEkiñW0 -£(0^°||o < Max(2,2T)ks'2\\Wç>||,.
Proof. To begin with, we note that with a real (3.7) 11/(1 -iko)-e*a\ < 2k2a2.
Since,
Putting ia = «m in (3.9), we see that, for s = 2,
The last inequality is also valid when s = 0. Hence, it is valid for 0 < s < 2. Now, with W° = 2m am<&m, we have E{t)W° = 2 ame""'$m, while Ek{t)W° is given by (3.4). Therefore,
and from (3.10), for 0 < s < 2, (3.12) \\E(t)W° -Ek{t)W% < max(2,2r)/cs/2.|2 2 k|2s+2k|2}' *.
This proves the theorem.
A Priori
Estimates. Equations (3.1), (3.2) define a convergent "method of lines" for the approximate solution of (2.6). To actually implement this method, one must be able to approximately solve (3.1) at each time step. We shall construct a least squares procedure for this latter problem and eventually obtain a fully-discrete scheme for (2.6). As is well known, the stability of the semi-discrete scheme (3.1), (3.2) depends entirely on the dissipative character of the operator G when applied to smooth functions satisfying the boundary conditions. In fact, backward time differencing is a classical device in proving the Hille-Yosida theorem [5, p. 479] . With certain finite difference analogs for the Laplacian, and with the usual Galerkin methods using trial functions satisfying the boundary conditions, this semiboundedness of G is preserved. Hence, the resulting fully-discrete scheme is automatically stable. In the present methods, the trial functions do not satisfy the boundary conditions. It turns out to be an intriguing game to decide how to formulate the fully-discrete scheme so as to obtain stability. The construction hinges on certain a priori estimates which we develop in the present section.
We will be dealing with arbitrary elements of the Sobolev spaces HS{Q), s a nonnegative integer. Such functions will not usually belong to HZ Accordingly, we use the notation («, v)H>, \\u\\H', for scalar products and norms in HZ Hence, from (4.8), (4.9), (4.10), (4.11) \\U\\2H0 -\\LkU\\2Ho < /ell«!!2,, + k\\v\\2H0 + ±-2fm v2ds + k4fd¡ 3w ds.
Remembering (4.1), the lemma follows from (4.11).
5. The Fully-Discrete Problem. For the approximate solution of (3.1) at each time step, we shall employ a finite-dimensional subspace Sk of H2{Q) X //'(ß). This subspace will have the property that given any two-component vector V G H2+s X H'+s C H2X Hl, there is a vector ^ in S% such that (5.1) UK-¥||a#< Ch'+l-'\\V\\J+x, 1 = 0,1, for all 0 < s < q. Here, C is a constant independent of V and h. The construction of such spaces is discussed in [2], [3], [4] , [8] and their references. Computational investigations of least squares procedures for elliptic boundary-value problems are reported in [7] . From (5.1), we deduce that (5.2) Inf {||* -V\\"o + A||0» -K||",} < Ch^ || V\\s+x , s < q.
At each time step in (3.1), one must approximate the solution of We will now describe a family of fully-discrete schemes for solving (2.6). The schemes differ from one another only in the choice of the weight ykh. Letp be a real number greater than or equal to 2 and let ykh in (5.5) satisfy (5.14) 1/A:2 < ykh < Ck2h~>, where C is a constant as k, h -> 0. Note that (5.14) implies that (5.15) h < Ck4'" ask, h -> 0.
For each choice of p, the algorithm is as follows. Given any initial data W° in Hx+S X Hs, s > 0, we define a sequence of approximate solutions {W") of (3. The idea behind the scheme (5.16), (5.17) lies in this last inequality, which shows that using the wrong value for the normal derivative in (5.16) leads to an error of order k2. As will be seen below in Lemma 5.4, this means that the scheme (5.16), (5.17) is still consistent with the analytic problem (2.6).
With W" as in (5.16), put Wl = Ekh W°, W" = Ekh Wn~x = Enkh W°. The family of discrete solution operators {Ekh} is bounded uniformly in the Hl X H° norm as k, h -» 0, n -> oo, nk < T. Thus, the fully-discrete scheme (5.16) is unconditionally stable. This is the content of Lemma 5.2.For all W° in H0l X H° and all 0 < nk < T, we have, independently of h,
Proof. By (5.16) and Schwarz's inequality, (5.27) HÑ-'lli < \\W"\U\LkW^\\H, < \\W"\\Ho\\W^\\A.
Hence, \\Ek\+i ^°||a < \\Enkh W°\\Ho.
By Lemma 4.2, the definition of the A norm, and the fact that ykh > l/k2, (5.28) WEkMV0^ < y^jWE^wX < -p^ll^T1 fV°\\W Recall that E{t) is the solution operator for the analytic problem (2.6), Ek{t) that for the semi-discrete problem (3.1), (3.2), and Ekh{t) = Ekh is the fully-discrete solution operator. In Lemma 5.2, the stability of the fully-discrete scheme was proved. The next lemma shows that the scheme is consistent with (2.6) whenever q in (5.1) is chosen greater than {p -l)/2. Lemma 5.4. Fix a p > 2, in (5.14) and let V G H"+1 X H"+l. Then The result follows from (5.43) and (5.44).
Remarks. As a consequence of (5.15), the error bound (5.39) has the form (5.45) \\Ekh{t)W° -E(t)W°\\H. < CrM|^°||2 + *«*+2-2'>/'||W°||1+,}.
Hence, the smallest possible error is 0{k) and it occurs when q and p are such that (5.46) P = {4q + 2)/3.
Let the initial data W° be sufficiently smooth. Then, given any positive integer value of q in (5.1), we obtain 0{k) accuracy by choosing/? to satisfy (5.46). If we choose q = 1 and take for S¡¡, for example, the space of two component vectors where the first component is a quadratic spline and the second component is piecewise linear, we obtain 0{k) accuracy in the Ho X L2 norm, by choosing p = 2 in (5.14). However, this requires (5.47) h < Ck2 ask,h^ 0.
Such a constraint on h is not practical. By using higher values of q, i.e., smoother trial functions, we can obtain 0{k) accuracy with a more favorable mesh inequality. For example, using quintic and quartic splines, i.e., q = A, we have 0{k) accuracy, with h < C/c2/3. Other choices of p and q yielding 0{k) accuracy are summarized in Table I below.
The above remarks concerning 0{k) accuracy assume that W° G H>+" X H" with a = Max(^ + 1,2). More generally, we have 
